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Long term global energy challenge
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Doubling our research 
investment

Introducing more 
ecomagination products

Reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions

Make customers true partners

Keeping the public informed
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GE Energy’s scenario framework

Asia rising
Explores the political, economic, and energy impact of Asia 

regaining the largest share of the world’s gross domestic product.

Changing climates
Considers how a world of aggressive climate change policies and 

high fuel prices would affect fuel choice and cleaner energy 

technology diffusion.

Global rifts
Examines the energy market implications of disaffection with 

globalization, weaker global economic growth,  and a shift away 

from multilateral approaches to addressing economic, political and 

environmental challenges.
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Pace of technology innovation
1970

Coal/Oil Boiler & ST
Gas (SCGT)
Nuclear

How will power generation technologies evolve?

Today

SCPC/Oil Boiler & ST

Gas (SC, CC, Recip)
Nuclear

Wind
Solar PV (Si)

Gasification

2020??

XSCPC Boiler & ST
Gas (Recip, ACC)
Nuclear (& Gen-IV)

Wind (Multi-MW)
Solar PV (TF, Gen3)

Gasification (& Bio)

?
Energy Storage
Solar Thermal 
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Renewables: different levels of maturity, e.g.

• Wind: developed technologies, scale is key

• Solar PV: emerging, many new technologies

• Ocean Energy: exploratory, attracting 
established players as well as new entrants
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Wind: accelerate

• On-shore: continuous
improvement

• Off-shore: the new frontier

• Trending to larger farms with
easier wind integration 

R&D focus:

• Weight reduction across system 

• Noise & wind capture

• Materials + manufacturing
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Solar technologies

Concentrated 

PV (CPV)

•Utility scale, 
centralized power 
generation

•Requires high 
efficiency cells

•Designed for high 
solar resource 
locations

•Broadest PV 
technology

•Abundant raw 
materials

•Mature supply 
chain and 
players

Crystalline 

Silicon
Thin Film Gen III

•Several technical 
approaches 

•Rigid product for 
utility scale 
(CdTe)

•Flexible Product 
for commercial 
rooftops (CIGS)

•Potential game 
changer in PV space

•Novel approaches 
(Nano, organic, etc.) 
break mold for PV 
cost/performance 
curves
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Where do we stand?

• Clean energy technologies have made 
significant progress over the past decade. 
Competitive markets will further stimulate 
innovation 

• The policy framework has a strong effect on 
investments in clean-energy products by the 
private sector




